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Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Ghosts, but Were Too Afraid to AskFrom a very

young age James Van Praagh was aware of a dimension that most of us cannot see, and he has

dedicated his life to explaining it to the rest of us. The New York Times bestseller Ghosts Among Us

takes us on an incredible journey into the spirit world that brings to light one of our greatest

mysteriesâ€”what happens to us after we die?
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I have never seen JVP's tv shows but the title of this book attracted me so I decided to read it. It is

written in very basic language, and illustrated with many stories from JVP's experiences. It should

be easy for anyone to understand. In the book he discusses how the spirits of people who have died

will sometimes hang around the Earth instead of moving into the "Light". He gives reasons they

sometimes have for staying around; unfinished business, not realizing or accepting that they are

dead, fear of crossing over into 'Hell', being too firmly invested in the material world, etc. JVP also

discusses the many dimensions of the universe which exist and how the spirits of people who do

too much evil on Earth become trapped in lower dimensions (what we think of as "Hell"). The topic

of reincarnation is briefly touched on as JVP tells us that spirits tend to reincarnate in "family"

groups and therefore we are around the same spirits in human form, century after century during

our lives on Earth. Beyond ghosts, JVP also discusses the power of human and spirit thought, and

how thoughts help create our world and our reality. Meditation is discussed briefly. There is little



discussion of the entity that we call "God" and I wish JVP had shared more of his thoughts or

impressions on that subject. At the end JVP shares some techniques regarding getting in touch with

the spirit world, and protecting oneself from the influences of negative energy from other humans

and spirits. Although I don't believe any one person has all the answers about the workings of the

universe, I thought this book for the most part was an interesting, informative read. I think if there is

anyone out there struggling with belief that they should read this book and also some books on

meditation. There is nothing in my experience like practicing meditation to make one realize that

there really is something out there besides the short life we experience on this planet.

As soon as I knew about this book I bought it. I just knew it would be a fabulous read and I was not

disappointed. I read it in one sitting. Just couldn't put it down. Thought about sending it to my Mom,

but decided to keep it so I can read it again and again. I'll order my mother another one. I'm sure it

will bring her comfort like it does me. It's very inspirational to live your life to the fullest and best that

you can.I had a reading by James shortly after my father's death and in that reading he told me that

my father was telling me where my mother had been and that he had been with her. I called my

mother and told her and she was unable to speak. She had just been to their favorite place in

Sedona, AZ with all the fountains and to know dad was there with her brought her to tears she was

so happy. James also told me things NO ONE on earth including me could possibly have known. I

am still in contact with my father and others who have passed thanks to James validating what I

thought was true. Love you James. Keep up your fantabulous work!!Kay

This is the absolute best book about ghosts and what happens to us after we are dead. Here's

some of the things that I learned from the book:(1) When we die, our spirit comes out of our body

and we retain all of our memories. In spirit-form, we are exactly the same person only without a

body.(2) We in spirit-form choose to either hover around and watch our funerals or go to the light. At

death, everyone has either friends, deceased family members, or a spirit guide meet us.(3) In

spirit-form, you can think of a place and immediately be there. This includes another planet.(4) In

spirit-form, you can go to all of the same places you did before you died. For example, you can go to

your church and sit in the pews. While your ghost is sitting in the pew, there may be a wedding

going on in our reality, but you in spirit-form will only see the sermon from before you died.(5) In

spirit-form you will appear in what ever clothing you want, just from thought.(6) Your dead relatives

can pop in and out of your home, bathroom, work-place, etc whenever they want and see what

you're doing.(7) Dead people read minds. If you think of a dead relative, that dead relative will know



it and may come to you if they want. Dead people can read minds so whatever you're thinking about

them, they will know it. Example: if you want to know if your dead grandma is OK with you selling

her house, you can ask her to give you a sign that it's OK by asking her out loud or just thinking the

question. You may have to wait a couple of days but eventually you should see her "OK sign". The

example in the book was a license plate that had the dead person's initials and ended in OK.(8)

Your dead relatives can try to contact you by making an object appear somewhere. Example, if your

dead son was a rock collector when he was alive, then he could move a rock and place it in your

bathroom under a towel. Obviously there wouldn't be a rock in your bathroom normally so when you

pick up the towel and see the rock drop to the floor, you should realize that your dead son is telling

you he's OK. The rock doesn't just float through your house, it would appear instantaneously.These

are samples of the good information in this book. I recommend it highly.One more bit of info - Lucille

Ball's spirit still visits the studio where she made the Lucille Ball TV show. In spirit-form she told

James that she visits the studio because she was always very happy there doing what she loved.

Mr. Van Praagh's book is very interesting, a good read, clearly and logically written. It is a homerun !

James tells us his personal experiences with spirit, and then he teaches us how to reach spirit

ourselves. In this day and age of infommercials, when everyone wants to get people to pay big

bucks to learn things, I find Mr. Van Praagh to be refreshing. He walks his talk and he teaches each

one of us what to do to develope ourselves, the how to, with all the details. How to reach spirit

because we all have the gift. This book is an immeasurable treasure to those who read it. For each

of us, if we are honest, is yearning to go beyond, and to grow out of fear and pain and to grow

forward in love. This book shows the way !
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